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ONE PERFECT COUPLE
Ruth Ware

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR’S CHOICE #2

"The prolific Ware continues to stretch herself, taking on something new in each novel and writing strong — and increasingly kick-ass — female characters."
— Kirkus Reviews

Lyla is in a rut. Her post-doctoral research has fizzled out and things with her boyfriend, Nico, aren’t going great. When the opportunity arises for Nico to join the cast of a new reality TV show, One Perfect Couple, she decides to try out with him. A whirlwind audition process later, Lyla finds herself whisked off to a tropical paradise with Nico, where the two will compete against four other couples to win a cash prize. But after the first challenge leaves everyone rattled and angry, an overnight storm takes matters from bad to worse. As tensions run high and fresh water runs low, Lyla finds that this game show is all too real — and the stakes are life or death.

Women’s Fiction | Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Top-Shelf 4, 6 & 8.

MIND GAMES
A NOVEL
Nora Roberts

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR’S CHOICE #1

The Foxes have driven the winding roads of Appalachia to drop off their children for a stay at their grandmother’s. Here, twelve-year-old Thea can run free. But as her parents head back to suburban Virginia, they have no idea they’re about to cross paths with a ticking time bomb. Back in Kentucky, Thea and her grandmother both awaken from the same nightmare. And though the two have never discussed the special kind of sight they share, they know something terrible has happened. Over time, Thea will make friends, build a career, find love. But that ability to see into minds still lurks within her, and the inmate who shattered her childhood hungers for vengeance.

Women’s Fiction | Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Top-Shelf 4, 6 & 8.

THE GUNCLE ABROAD
The Guncle Series • Book 2
Steven Rowley

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR’S CHOICE #7

"The wise-cracking and wisdom-dropping protagonist of The Guncle returns for more adventures in Rowley’s diverting sequel . . . The author’s fans will gobble this up."
— Publishers Weekly

Patrick O’Hara is back. It’s been five years since his summer as his niece Maisie and nephew Grant’s caretaker after their mother’s passing. When his brother announces he’s getting remarried in Italy, Maisie and Grant are not thrilled. Patrick tries his best to help them understand love, but when they arrive in Italy, Patrick is overextended managing a groom with cold feet, his sister flirting with guests left and right, a growing rivalry with the kids’ charming soon-to-be-launt (lesbian aunt), and two moody teens trying to adjust to a new normal, all culminating in a disastrous rehearsal dinner. Can Patrick save the day?

General Fiction | Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Top-Shelf 4, 6 & 8.

SUMMER ROMANCE
Annabel Monaghan

"The romantic and hilarious story of a professional organizer whose life is a mess, and the summer she gets unstuck with the help of someone unexpected from her past, by the bestselling author of Nora Goes Off Script."

Ali Morris is a professional organizer whose own life is a mess. Her mom died two years ago, then her husband left, and she hasn’t worn pants with a zipper in longer than she cares to remember. No one is more surprised than Ali when the first time she takes off her wedding ring and puts on pants with hardware — overalls count, right? — she meets someone. Ethan smiles at Ali like her pants are just right — like he likes what he sees. He looks at her as if she’s a version of herself she hasn’t been in a long while. The last thing newly single mom Ali needs is to make her life messier, but there’s no harm in a little summer romance. Is there?

Romance | Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Top-Shelf 4, 6 & 8.
TOP-SHELF | 96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,709.

SWIFT RIVER
Essie Chambers

“A powerful novel about how our family history shapes us. Swift River broke my heart, and then offered me hope.”
—Ann Napolitano, New York Times bestselling author of Hello Beautiful

It’s the summer of 1987, and Diamond Newberry is learning how to drive. Ever since her Pop disappeared, she and her mother hitchhike everywhere. But that’s not the only reason Diamond stands out: she’s relentlessly teased about her weight, and she is the only Black person in all of Swift River. But when Diamond receives a letter from a relative she’s never met, she is introduced to two generations of African American Newberry women, whose lives reveal a picture of prejudice and abandonment, of love and devotion. As pieces of their shared past become clearer, Diamond gains a sense of her place in the world and in her family. But how will the past change her future?

General Fiction | Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Top-Shelf 6 & 8.

LOVERS AND LIARS
A NOVEL
Amanda Eyre Ward

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
READ WITH JENNA BOOK CLUB PICK

Once upon a time, the Peacock sisters were little girls who combed each other’s hair. But decades of secrets have led them to separate lives. Sylvie has caught the attention of Simon Rampling, a mysterious, wealthy man from Northern England. Cleo is immediately suspicious of Simon and heads to Mumberton Castle, telling herself she will expose Simon and save her sister from heartbreak . . . but who is she really trying to save? Emma is living a lie. Will she emerge with her dignity and family intact? When their toxic mother shows up, the sisters assume the roles they fell into to survive their childhood, but they just might find the courage to make new choices.

Women’s Fiction | Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Top-Shelf 8.

THE WATERS
Bonnie Jo Campbell

READ WITH JENNA BOOK CLUB PICK

“This is a verdant, gripping, and clarion saga of home, family, and womanhood, of meaningful work and metamorphosis, of poisons and antidotes, and the urgent need for us to heal and sustain the imperiled living world that heals and sustains us.”
— starred, Booklist

In an area known as “The Waters” to the residents of nearby Whiteheart, Michigan, herbalist Hermine “Herself” Zook has healed the local women of their ailments for generations. She inspires reverence and fear in the people of Whiteheart, and even in her own three estranged daughters. The youngest — Rose Thorn — has left her own daughter, eleven-year-old Dorothy “Donkey” Zook, to grow up wild. Donkey spends her days waiting for her wayward mother, unaware that family secrets, passionate love, and violent men will upend her idyllic childhood. Rage simmers below the surface of this divided community, and the only bridge across the waters is Rose Thorn.

**ISBN: 9781420514117 | $35.99 U.S.**
Women’s Fiction | Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Top-Shelf 8.

A NORTHERN LIGHT
Elizabeth Birkelund

Ilse Erlund is a translator who lives in Greenland. Isolated and restless, she convinces her publisher to pay for a trip to France. Her mission is to translate the verses of Geoffrey “Po” Labaye, a poet known as “the last living troubadour of Provence.” Upon arrival in Belle Rivière, Ilse falls under the spell of the Provençal way of life. Soon enough, Ilse and Po develop a daily rhythm and warm camaraderie — which is disrupted by the arrival of the poet’s son, Frey. Frey turns his attentions to Ilse, and suddenly she is forced to learn another language, one her translation skills have not prepared her to decode.

General Fiction | Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Top-Shelf 6 & 8.
STUART WOODS’ SMOLDER
A Stone Barrington Novel • Book 65
Brett Battles
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR’S CHOICE #3
Finally enjoying some downtime in Santa Fe, Stone Barrington agrees to attend an art exhibit with a dear friend. There, he encounters an intriguing woman who is on the trail of a ring of art thieves. Always one to please, Stone offers his help. From Santa Fe to Los Angeles, it quickly becomes clear that her investigation has links to Stone — particularly to rare Matilda Stone art, his mother’s paintings. And when old grudges come to light, Stone is forced to reckon with a familiar enemy. Stone must act fast before whoever is out to get him finally closes in on him . . . for good.

Adventure | Releases 6/5/2024 | Available in High-Octane 4, 6 & 8.

TOM CLANCY ACT OF DEFIANCE
A Jack Ryan Novel • Book 24
Brian Andrews and Jeffrey Wilson
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHORS
EDITOR’S CHOICE #6
U.S. intelligence says there’s something going on in Russia. While their land forces have been decimated by corruption and incompetence, the Navy seems to be pouring money into some secret project. Analysts are stumped, until the knot is untangled by one bright young woman at the Office of Naval Intelligence — Katie Ryan, the youngest daughter of President Jack Ryan. Like her father, she sees patterns where other don’t, and she’s determined that the Russians are about to launch a super missile submarine, the Belgorod. Now the race is on to determine where the sub is and whether it poses a threat to the continental U.S.

Thriller | Releases 6/5/2024 | Available in High-Octane 4, 6 & 8.

YOU LIKE IT DARKER
STORIES
Stephen King
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR’S CHOICE #4
These stories, about fate, mortality, luck, and the folds in reality where anything can happen, are both weighty in theme and a huge pleasure to read. Two Talented Bastids explores the long-hidden secret of how the eponymous gentlemen got their skills. In Danny Coughlin’s Bad Dream, a psychic flash upends dozens of lives. In Rattlesnakes, a grieving widower receives an unexpected inheritance — with major strings attached. The Answer Man reminds us that a life marked by unbearable tragedy can still be meaningful. Each of these stories holds its own thrills, joys, and mysteries. You like it darker? You got it.

Thriller | Releases 6/5/2024 | Available in High-Octane 4, 6 & 8.
VERY BAD COMPANY
Emma Rosenblum

Every year, executives at the trendy tech startup Aurora gather the company’s top employees for an exclusive retreat in Miami, and this year Caitlin Levy — Aurora’s newest hire — is joining the team as head of events. What could possibly go wrong? When a fellow high-level executive vanishes after the first night, the disappearance has the potential to derail the future of the company’s sale and cost everyone on the team millions. Now more than ever, Caitlin and her colleagues must continue the charade — partaking in team-building exercises, group brainstorms, dinners — in order to keep the future of Aurora afloat amid all the fatal speculations.

 hành 9788885799768 | $37.99 U.S.
Thriller | Releases 6/5/2024 | Available in High-Octane 4, 6 & 8.

WHEN AMONG CROWS
Veronica Roth

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

"Roth’s novella is filled with Polish folklore, imaginative storytelling, and depictions of how family forms people but doesn’t have to define them." — Library Journal

Pain is Dymitr’s calling. His family is one in a long line of hunters who sacrifice their souls to slay monsters. Now he’s tasked with a deadly mission: find the legendary witch Baba Jaga. To reach her, Dymitr must ally with the ones he’s sworn to kill. Pain is Ala’s inheritance. A fear-eating zmora with little left to lose, Ala awaits death from the curse she carries. When Dymitr offers her a cure in exchange for her help, she has no choice but to agree. Together they must fight against time and the wrath of the Chicago underworld. But Dymitr’s secrets — and his true motives — may be the thing that actually destroys them.

Fantasy | Releases 6/5/2024 | Available in High-Octane 4, 6 & 8.

PEOPLE IN GLASS HOUSES
Jayne Castle

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

His name is Joshua Knight. Once a respected explorer, the press now calls him the Tarnished Knight. He took the fall for a disaster that occurred in the sector known as Glass House. Now a recluse, Josh spends his days trying to discover the secrets in the looking glasses that cover the walls. Crystal artist Molly Griffin heads for the mansion to find Josh. He is the key to finding her sister, Leona. Josh reluctantly allows her to stay one night but there are two rules: she must not go into the basement, and she must not uncover the mirrors that have been draped. But her only hope for finding her sister is to break the rules.

THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE AUNTIES
A NOVEL
Jesse Q. Sutanto

“Sutanto’s hilarious triptych ends with a finale that could just as well have been titled ‘An Auntie You Can’t Refuse.’” — Kirkus Reviews

Medy Chan and her husband Nathan have landed in Jakarta to spend Chinese New Year with her extended family. It gets even more festive when a former beau of Second Aunt’s shows up bearing gifts — he’s determined to rekindle his romance with Second Aunt. However, one gift was intended for a business rival to cement their alliance. Suddenly Meddy and the Aunties are pawns in a decades-long war between Jakarta’s most powerful business factions. The fighting turns personal when Nathan and the Aunties are endangered. Determined to rescue her loved ones, Meddy embarks on an impossible mission with the Aunties by her side.

Mystery | Releases 6/5/2024 | Available in High-Octane 6 & 8.

A BETTER WORLD
A NOVEL
Sarah Langan

“Blending suspense, tragedy, and flashes of comedy, . . . [t]his deeply disturbing tale will keep readers up at night.” — Publishers Weekly

You’ll be safe here. That’s what the tour guide tells the Farmer-Bowens when they visit Plymouth Valley, a walled-off company town with clean air, pantries that never go empty, and blue-ribbon schools. On a trial basis, the company offers to hire Linda Farmer’s husband, Russell, and relocate her whole family to this bucolic paradise for the .0001 percent. With the world falling apart, this might be the Farmer-Bowens’ last chance. But the pampered locals never say what they think. They seem scared. Linda is warned to stop asking questions. But the more she learns, the more frightened she becomes. Should the Farmer-Bowens be fighting to stay, or fighting to get out?

Thriller | Releases 6/5/2024 | Available in High-Octane 8.

THE ANGEL OF INDIAN LAKE ★★
The Indian Lake Trilogy • Book 3
Stephen Graham Jones

“Jones has given the world . . . both a violent, high-octane slasher and a frank, thought-provoking indictment of the U.S., past and present.” — starred, Library Journal

It’s been four years in prison since Jade Daniels last saw her hometown of Proofrock, Idaho, the day she took the fall, protecting her friend Letha and her family from incrimination. Since then, her reputation, and the town, have changed dramatically. There’s a lot of unfinished business in Proofrock, from serial killer cultists to the rich trying to buy Western authenticity. But there’s one aspect of Proofrock no one wants to confront . . . until Jade comes back to town. The curse of the Lake Witch is waiting, and now is the time for the final stand.

DYNAMIC DRAMA  |  60 hardcover titles each year for about $4,319.

**FOR THE LOVE OF SUMMER**  
*Susan Mallery*  
*NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR*  
*EDITOR'S CHOICE #4*  
Erica is terrified that she’s losing her teen daughter, Summer, to her “other” family. Summer disdains Erica’s career and she’s growing close to her stepmom, Allison. All it takes to blow up Allison’s happy life is one collect call. From prison. Her husband, Peter, has been arrested, leaving Allison pregnant, scared, and alone with a toddler and no money. Erica would do anything for Summer, even take in the woman her daughter loves like a second mom. The more time they spend together, the more Allison realizes what Erica truly needs is a friend. Can two women who married the same man move beyond their complicated past and rethink what it means to be family?

*S | ISBN: 9798885799669 | $40.99 U.S.*
General Fiction  |  Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Dynamic Drama 3 & 5.

**UNDER THE PALMS**  
*A NOVEL*  
The Kingsleys • Book 2  
*Kaira Rouda*  
*USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR*  
Under the direction of the Kingsleys’ new president, Paige, the family has gathered for a weekend retreat at a luxurious Laguna Beach resort. Still clinging to the hope of succession are the sons of Richard Kingsley, the family patriarch and CEO: John, the oldest, who’s clawed his way back from a dark tragedy, and Paige’s estranged husband, Ted, the golden boy. When Richard’s ex and his wayward daughter join the fray, Paige finds herself with two fast allies. But as the power games begin, greater threats than the howling Santa Ana winds are coming. Because this weekend, amid so much greed and betrayal, no Kingsley is safe.

*S | ISBN: 9781420514100 | $37.99 U.S.*
Thriller  |  Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Dynamic Drama 3 & 5.

**MURDER AT HAVEN’S ROCK**  
*A NOVEL*  
Haven’s Rock • Book 1  
*Kelley Armstrong*  
*NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR*  
“Excellent . . . Armstrong gives her lead a complex mystery to solve, while vividly evoking the eerie isolation of the setting.” — starred, Publishers Weekly

Deep in the Yukon wilderness, a town is being built. A place for people to disappear, a fresh start from a life on the run. Haven’s Rock isn’t the first town of this kind, something detective Casey Duncan and her husband, Sheriff Eric Dalton, know first-hand. When two of the town’s construction crew members go missing, Casey and Eric are called in to track them down. When a body is discovered, well-hidden with evidence of foul play, Casey and Eric must find out what happened to the dead woman and locate those still missing. The longer Casey and Eric don’t know what happened, the more danger everyone is in.

ISBN: 9781420513875 | $36.99 U.S.*
Mystery  |  Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Dynamic Drama 5.

**THE BOY WHO CRIED BEAR**  
*A HAVEN’S ROCK NOVEL*  
Haven’s Rock • Book 2  
*Kelley Armstrong*  
*NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR*  
Haven’s Rock is a well-hidden town surrounded by forest. Detective Casey Duncan and her husband, Sheriff Eric Dalton, already feel at home in their new town, and while they know how to navigate the woods and its various dangers, other residents don’t. Which is why people aren’t allowed to wander off alone. When Max, the town’s youngest resident, fears a bear is stalking a hiking party, alarms are raised. Even stranger, the ten-year-old swears the bear had human eyes. Casey and Eric know the dangers a bear can present, so they’re taking it seriously. But when a dead body turns up, they’re not sure what they’re up against.

ISBN: 9798885799782 | $36.99 U.S.*
Mystery  |  Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Dynamic Drama 5.
HISTORICAL FICTION | 24 hardcover titles each year for about $648.

THE FOX WIFE
A NOVEL
Yangsze Choo

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
LIBRARYREADS PICK
INDIE NEXT PICK

“The rich Asian tradition of fox folklore provides the backdrop for Choo’s complex and atmospheric tale of identity and discovery set in early 1900s Manchuria.”
— Kirkus Reviews

Manchuria, 1908. In the last years of the Qing Empire, a courtesan is found frozen in a doorway. Her death is clouded by rumors of foxes, which are believed to lure people by transforming themselves into beautiful women and men. Bao, a detective with an uncanny ability to sniff out the truth, is hired to uncover the dead woman’s identity. A servant named Snow is a creature of many secrets, but most of all she’s a mother seeking vengeance for her lost child. Hunting a murderer, she will follow the trail from northern China to Japan. Navigating the myths and misconceptions of fox spirits, Snow and Bao will encounter old friends and new foes, even as more deaths occur.

Historical | Releases 6/19/2024

FINDING MARGARET FULLER
A NOVEL
Allison Pataki

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“Pataki’s star-studded and gripping account is full of lush details about the life of an overlooked contributor to Transcendentalism and women’s rights. This is one to savor.”
— starred, Publishers Weekly

Margaret Fuller craves new challenges and adventures. She defies conventions time and again as an activist for women and an advocate for humanity, earning admirers and critics alike. When the legendary editor Horace Greeley offers her an assignment in Europe, Margaret makes history as the first female foreign news correspondent, mingling with luminaries like Frédéric Chopin, William Wordsworth, and George Sand. It is in Rome that she finds a world of passion, romance, and revolution, taking a Roman count as a lover and sparking an international scandal. Evolving yet again into the roles of mother and countess, Margaret enters the fight for Italy’s unification.

Historical | Releases 6/19/2024

BIOGRAPHY AND MEMOIR | 24 hardcover titles each year for about $639.

OATH AND HONOR
A MEMOIR A WARNING
Liz Cheney

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

“Cheney’s book is a useful document as we continue to sort through the ramifications of the Jan. 6 attack. An earnest dissection of the threat Trump poses to our democracy.”
— Kirkus Reviews

In the aftermath of the 2020 presidential election, Donald Trump and other elected Republican officials plotted to overturn a lawful election and provoked a violent attack on our Capitol. Liz Cheney, one of the few Republican officials to take a stand against these efforts, witnessed the attack first-hand, and then helped lead the Congressional Select Committee investigation into how it happened. In Oath and Honor, she tells the story of this perilous moment in our history, those who helped Trump spread the stolen election lie, those whose actions preserved our constitutional framework, and the risks we still face.

Biography | Releases 6/5/2024

ROYAL AUDIENCE
70 YEARS, 13 PRESIDENTS—ONE QUEEN’S SPECIAL RELATIONSHIP WITH AMERICA
David Charter

“An intriguing narrative that’s remarkable reading about Queen Elizabeth II, her diplomacy, and her relationships with U.S. presidents over the years.”
— Library Journal

Queen Elizabeth II played an unprecedented role in forging transatlantic ties. Over her seventy-year reign, she developed personal bonds with thirteen U.S. presidents that other diplomats and leaders could only dream of. A fascinating, in-depth look at international relations and interpersonal intrigue, Royal Audience peels back the curtain on the special relationship between the U.S. and the U.K. as embodied by the Queen herself — charting Elizabeth II’s distinctive brand of diplomacy through the eyes of those who experienced it firsthand.

ISBN: 9781420513790 | $34.99 U.S.
Biography | Releases 6/5/2024
WHAT WOULD REAGAN DO?
LIFE LESSONS FROM THE LAST GREAT PRESIDENT
Chris Christie with Ellis Henican
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
In What Would Reagan Do? former New Jersey governor Chris Christie takes a fresh look at President Ronald Reagan’s character-driven political instincts and deeply impactful relationships across party lines — finding plenty of compelling insights for our current national dysfunction. Building on lessons from his own hardscrabble upbringing, Reagan transformed the Republican Party and the political landscape forever. Two decades after Reagan’s death, Christie shows how the life lessons of the beloved president are more alive than ever — and can restore American leadership again.
History/Historical | Releases 6/19/2024 | Available in Nonfiction 2 & 3.

WE’VE GOT ISSUES
HOW YOU CAN STAND STRONG FOR AMERICA’S SOUL AND SANITY
Phillip C. McGraw, Ph.D.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY BESTSELLER
Mainstream America is under attack by extremists who stoke division for their own gain. They are trying to rob America of its common sense and deny empirical truths, and we’re all suffering the consequences. In We’ve Got Issues, Dr. Phil provides the tools to fight back against the forces of division with sensible advice supported by the latest social, medical, and psychological findings. With the hard-earned wisdom of years spent working with Americans of all backgrounds, Dr. Phil charts a course to a more civil society where every one of us decides to be who we are on purpose.
ISBN: 9781420514285 | $34.99 U.S.
Nonfiction | Releases 6/19/2024 | Available in Nonfiction 2 & 3.
NEVER LIE
Freida McFadden
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Newlyweds Tricia and Ethan are searching for the house of their dreams. But when they visit the remote manor that once belonged to Dr. Adrienne Hale, a renowned psychiatrist who vanished without a trace four years earlier, a violent winter storm traps them at the estate. In search of a book to keep her entertained until the snow abates, Tricia happens upon a secret room. One that contains audio transcripts from every single patient Dr. Hale has ever interviewed. Tricia plays the tapes one by one, late into the night. With each one, Dr. Hale’s web of lies slowly unravels. And then Tricia reaches the final cassette. The one that reveals the entire horrifying truth.

Thriller | Releases 6/19/2024

THE CLINIC
A NOVEL
Cate Quinn
LIBRARYREADS PICK

"Readers who enjoy suspense stories with characters who ‘go inside’ institutions to investigate . . . will enjoy this title.” — Library Journal

Meg works for a casino in LA, catching cheaters and popping a few too many pain pills to cope, following a far different path than her sister Haley, a famous actress. But suddenly reports surface of Haley dying at the rehab facility where she had been forced to go to get her addictions under control. There are whispers of suicide, but Meg can’t believe it. She decides that the best way to find out what happened to her sister is to check in herself — to investigate what really happened from the inside. Battling her own addictions and figuring out the truth will be much more difficult than she imagined, far away from friends, family — and anyone who could help her.

Thriller | Releases 6/19/2024

THE SEARCH PARTY
A NOVEL
Hannah Richell

“Richell cleverly plants numerous red herrings and skillfully juggles the multiple points of view and timelines to build white-knuckled suspense and keep readers guessing . . . an engrossing, twisty read.” — Kirkus Reviews

Max and Annie Kingsley have left the London rat race with their twelve-year-old son to set up a glamping site in the wilds of Cornwall. Eager for a dry run ahead of their opening, they invite three old university friends and their families for a long-needed reunion. But the festivities soon go awry as tensions arise between the children (and subsequently their parents), explosive secrets come to light, and a sudden storm moves in, cutting them off from help as one in the group disappears.

Thriller | Releases 6/19/2024
WESTPORT
A CRIME NOVEL
James Comey
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
It’s been two years since Nora Carleton left the job she loved at the U.S. Attorney’s Office to become lead counsel at Saugatuck Associates, the world's largest hedge fund. Nora's new life falls apart when a coworker is murdered and she becomes the lead suspect. Nora calls in her old colleagues from the U.S. Attorney’s Office, Mafia investigator Benny Dugan and attorney Carmen Garcia. To clear Nora's name, Benny and Carmen hunt for the true killer’s motive, but it seems nearly everyone at Saugatuck has secrets worth killing for. As Benny sets out to interrogate her colleagues, Nora examines her history with the company who set her up to take the fall.

Suspense | Releases 6/5/2024 | Available in Mystery 3 & 5.

MURDER IN A CUP
A Crystals & CuriosiTEAS Mystery
Lauren Elliott
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Self-taught “seer” Shay has much to learn. Since attempting the art of blending herbs at her shop Crystals & CuriosiTeas, she’s set on growing ingredients in the greenhouse on the second floor. Her new skills are put to the test when she meets a psychic, who encourages Shay to hold her own group reading. The evening goes off without a hitch, until a customer is poisoned. Worse, Shay’s assistant is suspected of intentionally serving the lethal brew. When clues start lining up, Shay will need to understand the signs right in front of her to catch the murderer before it’s too late.

ISBN: 9781420513820 | $34.99 U.S.
Cozies | Releases 6/5/2024 | Available in Mystery 3 & 5.

IN SUNSHINE OR IN SHADOW
A Molly Murphy Mystery
Rhys Bowen and Clare Broyles
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
New York, 1908. Molly Murphy Sullivan doesn’t want to leave her home in the city, but typhoid is back and she's expecting. So she heads north to summer with her mother-in-law in Westchester County. Molly tells herself it won't be so bad, and she's determined to make the best of it. At least she's not the only one heading north. Her great friends, Sid and Gus, are headed to the Catskills to visit Sid's family. When Sid and Gus invite her to visit, Molly jumps at the chance to stay with them at an artist's community. But tensions are running high, and it's not long before a body delays Molly's return to Westchester.

Mystery | Releases 6/5/2024 | Available in Mystery 3 & 5.
MURDER AT AN IRISH CHIPPER
An Irish Village Mystery
Carlene O’Connor

USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“The sequel to Murder at an Irish Bakery will appeal to cozy series fans who appreciate Irish village settings, the large O’Sullivan family, and eccentric characters.” — Library Journal

Siobhán’s brother Eoin’s restaurant is so close to opening — but waiting on permits plus the heat of July is driving everyone a bit mad. Macdara Flannery comes to the rescue with a plan — take a holiday by the sea and stuff themselves with fish and chips to support the struggling business of Mrs. Chipper. But when they arrive, a crowd is gathered in front of the shop. A local handyman gets the locked door open, only to find the proprietor lying dead. As the local garda take over the investigation, Siobhán and Macdara can’t help themselves from placing their honeymoon on hold until they can help apprehend an elusive killer.

Women Sleuths | Releases 6/5/2024 | Available in Mystery 5.

MURDER IN MASQUERADE
A Lady of Letters Mystery
Mary Winters

“Enjoy the charming characters, a touch of romance, and an unexpected denouement.” — Kirkus Reviews

Countess Amelia Amesbury’s secret hobby, writing an advice column for a London penny paper, has gotten her into hot water before. But now, marquis Simon Bainbridge desperately requires her assistance. His sister, Marielle, has written Amelia’s column seeking advice on her plans to elope with a man her family does not approve of. Simon asks Amelia to dissuade Marielle from the ill-advised gambit. But when the scoundrel makes an untimely exit after a performance of Verdi’s Rigoletto, Amelia realizes it’s going to take more than her letter-writing skills to help the marquis, mend the familial bond, and find the murderer.

Historical | Releases 6/5/2024 | Available in Mystery 5.
CHAPTER AND CURSE
The Cambridge Bookshop
Elizabeth Penney

"I wish please . . . everyone looking for a diverting read with a pleasantly nostalgic British cozy, a keep-em-guessing murder mystery, and a lighthearted romance." — Booklist

Molly Kimball and her mother, Nina, need a change. So when a letter arrives from Nina's Aunt Violet in Cambridge, England, requesting their help running the family bookshop, they jump at the chance. Determined to bring much-needed revenue to the bookstore, Molly invites Aunt Violet's college classmate and famed poet Persephone Brightwell to hold a poetry reading in the shop. But the event ends in disaster when a guest is found dead — with Molly's great-aunt's knitting needle used as the murder weapon. While trying to clear Violet, Molly sifts through secrets past and present, untangling a web of blackmail, deceit, and murder.

Cozies | Releases 6/19/2024
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 3 & 4.

THE DIVA GOES OVERBOARD
A Domestic Diva Mystery
Krista Davis

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Natasha Smith's mother is engaged — leaving Natasha to plan the entire wedding, beginning with an elaborate engagement party. For the extravagant affair, Natasha splurges on trendy food boards. Just as Natasha planned, the food is to die for — until someone actually does. When the groom collapses, it seems as if a heart attack is to blame. Then guests discover he was poisoned. With an event this big, the spread of suspects is sure to be impressive. When even Sophie Winston is not above suspicion, she knows it's time to get on board and scrape together an investigation of her own before murder becomes the town's next trend.

Cozies | Releases 6/19/2024
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 3 & 4.

A FATAL GROOVE
The Record Shop Mysteries
Olivia Blacke

It's springtime in Cedar River, Texas. The annual Bluebonnet Festival is brewing and the town is in harmony. Juni Jessup and her sisters Tansy and Maggie thought opening Sip & Spin Records was going to be their biggest hurdle, but the Frappuccino hits the fan when the mayor drops dead — poisoned by their coffee. Since Tansy was the one to brew the coffee and Juni stumbled upon the body, the sisters find themselves in hot water. With Tansy under suspicion, the sisters spring into action. Between the festivities, a treasure hunt, and an accidental cow in the mix, Juni will have to pull out all the stops to find the killer.

Cozies | Releases 6/19/2024
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 3 & 4.

BOARD TO DEATH
A Board Game Shop Mystery
CJ Connor

"This debut's quiet charm offers something different and special." — Kirkus Reviews

Back in his hometown running his family's board game shop, Ben Rosencrantz can't seem to get his life to pass go, much less collect $200. He's a divorced caregiver, looking after his ill father while still figuring out the rules of retail management. But despite his usual clientele of gamers, Ben is barely earning enough to keep the store running and stay on top of his father's medical bills. Then a local toy and game collector named Clive turns up dead at the front door. Now Ben is the #1 suspect in Clive's death, and unless he can find the real killer, he'll go to jail for murder.

ISBN: 9781420514025 | $27.99 U.S.
Cozies | Releases 6/19/2024
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 4.
Ours
A NOVEL
Phillip B. Williams

“Accessible, evocative, and absorbing, this work is a celebration of resilience and a reminder of the enduring power of love and community.”
— starred, Kirkus Reviews

Saint is a conjuror who, in the 1830s, annihilates plantations all over Arkansas to rescue the people enslaved there. She brings those she has freed to a town magically concealed from outsiders, named Ours. It is in this miraculous place that Saint’s grand experiment — a secluded community where her people may flourish — takes root. But although Saint does her best to protect the inhabitants of Ours, her conjuring and memories begin to betray her, leaving the town vulnerable to intrusions by newcomers with powers of their own. As the cracks in Saint’s creation are exposed, some begin to wonder whether the community’s safety might be yet another form of bondage.

ISBN: 9781420514476 | $34.99 U.S.
General Fiction | Releases 6/19/2024
Available in Black Voices 2, 3 & 4.

The LOYAL WIFE
B. Love

The moment Dante Williams wakes up on the side of the road, unsure of where or who he is, his life changes for the worse. After a brief stay in the hospital, Dante is released to the care of his wife, Sade. Sade is beautiful, successful, and loyal. While seemingly having it all, their perfect marriage isn’t enough to keep Dante from digging up the past in hopes of recovering his memory. Once secrets start to unravel, Dante is left more confused than the day following the accident. When Dante discovers evidence of something more sinister at play, he prepares to end his marriage but learns that Sade meant every word in her vows and plans to honor them, until death.

Thriller | Releases 6/19/2024
Available in Black Voices 3 & 4.

WHEN I THINK OF YOU
Myah Ariel

“At turns humorous and heart-wrenching, with a smoldering sensuality that underlies even the most fraught of the protagonists’ encounters, this novel is highly recommended for all library collections.”
— starred, Library Journal

Kaliya Wilson has paid her dues. But all the years behind the reception desk at a flashy film studio have only pushed her movie-making dreams further out of reach. That is, until a surprise reunion presents an opportunity that could make her career, or break her heart . . . a second time. It’s been seven years since Kaliya’s romance with Danny Prescott went up in flames. When the director reappears to offer her a job on his next production, it’s a shock to the system. Working with Danny may recapture the intensity of their film school days, but when scandal threatens to sink the production and her career, Kaliya may have to risk everything to do what’s right.

ISBN: 9781420514155 | $34.99 U.S.
Contemporary | Releases 6/19/2024
Available in Black Voices 2, 3 & 4.

EVERY BLACK GIRL DANCES
A NOVEL
Candice Y. Johnson

JC Burke catapulted straight from film school to Hollywood darling churning out “Black trauma” films that have made her a household name — but at what price? When she abandons the set of her latest production to flee to her hometown Parable, Texas, JC is forced to reconsider the career that made her a superstar, as well as re-examine her deteriorating relationship with her producing partner, Hudson Pyke. A romantic connection with high school Media Technology teacher Luke Favors alleviates a bit of the sting from her disappointments, but is Luke enough to keep JC away from Hollywood forever, or will she return to the privilege she turned her back on?

General Fiction | Releases 6/19/2024
Available in Black Voices 4.
IT MUST BE TRUE THEN
A NOVEL
Luci Adams

“...the book’s vibrant prose, appealing hero and heroine, and two kid characters who steal every scene combine to create a truly feel-good story.” — Publishers Weekly

Daisy has realized you really can hit rock bottom when you lose your job, your boyfriend, and are estranged from your sister all at once. Seeking to claw her way out from a bad year, her plan is to start by simply looking like she’s clawing her way out of rock bottom. On Instagram. But when she takes a stopgap job as a nanny to help a single father with his two young girls, being in a close-knit, loving family starts to poke holes in her plan. Can making her not-so-picture-perfect life look perfect online really help her career get back on track? Can it mend her relationship with her sister? Can it get her back in the arms of her ex . . . and does she even want to?

Contemporary | Releases 6/19/2024

THE OTHER SIDE OF DISAPPEARING ★★
Kate Clayborn
LIBRARYREADS PICK

“This slow-burn romance . . . has an intriguing mystery and will appeal to fans of true-crime podcasts, road-trip storylines, and novels with a deep emotional core.” — Library Journal

Jess Greene has spent the last decade raising her half-sister, Tegan. Ever since their mother ran off with a boyfriend she’d known only a few months, Jess has been aware that he’s the same con man who was the subject of a wildly popular podcast, The Last Con of Lynton Baltimore. Jess didn’t bargain on Tegan eventually piecing together the connection for herself. But Tegan plans to search for their mother, accompanied by the podcast host and her producer, Adam. Jess reluctantly joins them, but soon she is discovering, in Adam, an unexpected connection she didn’t even know was missing, if only she can let go and let him in.

Women’s Fiction | Releases 6/19/2024

NEVER BEEN BETTER ★
A NOVEL
Leanne Toshiko Simpson

“Full of sharp, pithy dialogue and farcical scenes that will put a grin on your face, this story about love, friendship, and family also offers hard-won wisdom about mental health and the myths that surround it.” — starred, Kirkus Reviews

Dee, Misa, and Matt were the “three musketeers” of the psych ward. A year after discharge, Matt and Misa are tying the knot in Turks and Caicos, surrounded by guests who have no idea where they met, and the secrecy isn’t sitting well with Dee, who has been hopelessly in love with Matt since before she got kicked out of the hospital. So, when Dee arrives at the swanky resort with her high-voltage sister, Tilley, it’s now or never to confess how she feels. But disrupting her best friends’ nuptials would jeopardize the entire support system that holds the trio together. When it comes to happily ever afters, how is a girl supposed to choose between love and recovery?

Women’s Fiction | Releases 6/19/2024
THE WILD LAVENDER BOOKSHOP
Someday Valley • Book 2
Jodi Thomas
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
The trees that circle Someday Valley near Honey Creek are dressed in their fall finest, providing a pretty backdrop for the bookshop loved by Cora Lee Buchanan. There, under the watchful eye of owner Noah O’Brien, Cora Lee and her sister, Katherine, meet each Wednesday. Their talk mostly revolves around one subject: their father, known to everyone in town as Bear. Both Cora Lee and Katherine worry about Bear Buchanan. They’ve no idea Bear has a secret life of his own. Yet there is more intrigue afoot. Fall always brings changes, and this year there will be enough to alter the lives of those who call Honey Creek home.

Contemporary | Releases 6/19/2024
Available in Romance 2, 3 & 4.

A COURT OF WINGS AND RUIN
A Court of Thorns and Roses • Book 3
Sarah J. Maas
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY BESTSELLER
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“[R]omantic storylines are interwoven with the strategizing and even the war, pairing the expanded world with extended action sequences and character revelations, and the conclusion’s ramifications will be felt in the next installments.” — Kirkus Reviews

Feyre has returned to the Spring Court, determined to gather information on Tamlin’s actions and learn what she can about the invading king threatening to bring her land to its knees. But one slip could bring doom not only for Feyre, but for everyone she holds dear. As war bears down upon them all, Feyre endeavors to take her place amongst the High Fae of the land, balancing her struggle to master her powers and her love for her court and family. Amidst these struggles, Feyre and Rhysand must decide whom to trust amongst the High Lords and hunt for allies in unexpected places.

ISBN: 9781420515756 | $34.99 U.S.
Romantic Suspense | Releases 6/19/2024
Available in Romance 2, 3 & 4.

A FATE INKED IN BLOOD
Saga of the Unfated • Book 1
Danielle L. Jensen
LIBRARYREADS PICK
INDIE NEXT PICK
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY BESTSELLER
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“Jensen . . . has rooted the first entry in her Saga of the Unfated in Norse mythology, giving readers a glimpse into a cold, violent society, but she doesn’t skimp on the heat.” — Library Journal

Freya dreams of becoming a warrior. Her dreams abruptly become reality when her husband betrays her to the region’s jarl, landing her in a fight to the death against his son, Bjorn. To survive, Freya is forced to reveal she possesses a drop of a goddess’ blood, which makes her a shield maiden with magic capable of repelling any attack. Desperate to prove her strength, Freya must face perilous tests set by the gods. The greatest test of all, however, may be resisting her forbidden attraction to Bjorn. If Freya succumbs to her lust, she risks not only her own destiny but the fate of all the people she has sworn to protect.

ISBN: 9781420515749 | $34.99 U.S.
Romantic Suspense | Releases 6/19/2024
Available in Romance 3 & 4.

HUNT ON DARK WATERS
Crimson Sails • Book 1
Katee Robert
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“A clever-witch-meets-stern-pirate, open-door, one-bed delight.” — Library Journal

Evelyn is a witch with a lust for danger. After she steals from her vampire ex and falls through a portal to another realm, she’s fished out of the waters by a band of seafarers and their telekinetic captain. She’s immediately given a choice — join their crew or die. Bowen and his band of pirates are bound by vow to patrol through Threshold, the magical sea in between realms, keeping the portals to other worlds safe. But as tension heats up between Bowen and Evelyn, the danger at sea escalates as well. Because Evelyn has no intention of keeping her vows, and if she betrays the crew, both she and Bowen will pay the price.

Paranormal | Releases 6/19/2024
Available in Romance 4.
ONE FINAL TARGET
Janice Cantore
A warrant service in the San Bernardino Mountains goes horribly wrong when an IED blast kills four police officers. The lone survivor, Long Beach sergeant Jodie King, struggles with her guilt and grief. Weeks after the explosion, Jodie retires from the police and returns to the bomb site only to find herself in the crosshairs once again. Sam Gresham happens to be in the right place at the right time when shots are fired at Jodie. The newest detective for the county sheriff’s department, Sam sees an opportunity to help. Because one thing seems clear: Jodie has always been the intended target — and the threat may be much closer to her than anyone wants to admit.

Romance | Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Christian Romance 2, 3 & 4.

THE IRISH MATCHMAKER
A NOVEL
Jennifer Deibel
"Deibel enriches the narrative with . . . her textured renderings of small-town life, matchmaking culture, and the social divides of early-20th-century Ireland."
— Publishers Weekly
Catriona Daly is no stranger to the business of love and sees it as her ticket away from the sleepy village that only comes alive during the annual matchmaking festival. When Andrew, son of Lord Osborne, returns to the festival, Catriona seizes the opportunity to make a match for him — and for herself! Cattle farmer Donal Bunratty agrees to attend the festival to fulfill his daughter's birthday wish. When he arrives, it's not any of the other merrymakers that catch his eye but rather his matchmaker. Catriona will have to put all her expertise to work to make matches for the two men that could change their lives. Will her plan succeed? Or will love have its own way?

Romance | Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Christian Romance 3 & 4.

LOVE IN TANDEM
Becca Kinzer
Charlotte Carter's landed a dream job teaching music. What she didn't see coming was the imminent closure of the school's music program. She's determined to save it, even if it means getting creative. Zach Bryant never imagined he'd run into Charlotte, his brother's ex-fiancé. He certainly didn't dream he'd end up riding a tandem bicycle hundreds of miles with her to raise funds for a defunct music program, but how can he say no when the prize money would help him out of his financial predicament too? A few hundred miles in, Charlotte's questioning her assumptions about Zach and wondering if maybe tandem biking is only the start of their biggest adventure yet.

Romance | Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Christian Romance 2, 3 & 4.

A NOBLE SCHEME
The Imposters • Book 2
Roseanna M. White
Gemma Parks is a columnist who uses her talents to aid the Imposters in their investigations by gathering intel at events and providing alibis for the firm's members through her columns. Graham Wharton has never had eyes for anyone but Gemma, and she left his heart in tatters when she walked away from him. When the Imposters take on a new job to recover a kidnapped boy, Graham is determined to not only restore the missing boy, but to also win back the only woman he's ever loved. As they trace the clues laid out before them, Graham and Gemma must devise a noble scheme to save the boy's life and heal their hearts.

Romance | Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Christian Romance 4.

ONE FINAL TARGET
Janice Cantore
A warrant service in the San Bernardino Mountains goes horribly wrong when an IED blast kills four police officers. The lone survivor, Long Beach sergeant Jodie King, struggles with her guilt and grief. Weeks after the explosion, Jodie retires from the police and returns to the bomb site only to find herself in the crosshairs once again. Sam Gresham happens to be in the right place at the right time when shots are fired at Jodie. The newest detective for the county sheriff’s department, Sam sees an opportunity to help. Because one thing seems clear: Jodie has always been the intended target — and the threat may be much closer to her than anyone wants to admit.

Romance | Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Christian Romance 2, 3 & 4.

THE IRISH MATCHMAKER
A NOVEL
Jennifer Deibel
"Deibel enriches the narrative with . . . her textured renderings of small-town life, matchmaking culture, and the social divides of early-20th-century Ireland."
— Publishers Weekly
Catriona Daly is no stranger to the business of love and sees it as her ticket away from the sleepy village that only comes alive during the annual matchmaking festival. When Andrew, son of Lord Osborne, returns to the festival, Catriona seizes the opportunity to make a match for him — and for herself! Cattle farmer Donal Bunratty agrees to attend the festival to fulfill his daughter's birthday wish. When he arrives, it's not any of the other merrymakers that catch his eye but rather his matchmaker. Catriona will have to put all her expertise to work to make matches for the two men that could change their lives. Will her plan succeed? Or will love have its own way?

Romance | Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Christian Romance 3 & 4.

LOVE IN TANDEM
Becca Kinzer
Charlotte Carter's landed a dream job teaching music. What she didn't see coming was the imminent closure of the school's music program. She's determined to save it, even if it means getting creative. Zach Bryant never imagined he'd run into Charlotte, his brother's ex-fiancé. He certainly didn't dream he'd end up riding a tandem bicycle hundreds of miles with her to raise funds for a defunct music program, but how can he say no when the prize money would help him out of his financial predicament too? A few hundred miles in, Charlotte's questioning her assumptions about Zach and wondering if maybe tandem biking is only the start of their biggest adventure yet.

Romance | Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Christian Romance 2, 3 & 4.

A NOBLE SCHEME
The Imposters • Book 2
Roseanna M. White
Gemma Parks is a columnist who uses her talents to aid the Imposters in their investigations by gathering intel at events and providing alibis for the firm's members through her columns. Graham Wharton has never had eyes for anyone but Gemma, and she left his heart in tatters when she walked away from him. When the Imposters take on a new job to recover a kidnapped boy, Graham is determined to not only restore the missing boy, but to also win back the only woman he's ever loved. As they trace the clues laid out before them, Graham and Gemma must devise a noble scheme to save the boy's life and heal their hearts.

Romance | Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Christian Romance 4.
UNFORGIVEN
Shelley Shepard Gray

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Ex-con Seth Zimmerman has spent the last three years making amends by helping the vulnerable in his former Amish community. Lately, this mission includes calling on Tabitha Yoder, whose divorce from her abusive husband has isolated her from the community. An uneasy friendship is just starting to take hold between them when small gifts begin to appear at Tabitha's home — gifts that can only be from her ex-husband. Seth might be Tabitha's only hope at maintaining her hard-won freedom from the man whose violent outbursts had almost cost her life. But coming to her rescue might mean he ends up behind bars once again.

Amish and Mennonite | Releases 6/5/2024 | Available in Christian Fiction 2, 3, 4 & 5.

LOVE ON A WHIM
Cape Cod Creamery • Book 3
Suzanne Woods Fisher

Brynn Haywood's impulsive marriage to a man she'd known less than 24 hours leaves her with deep regret. She flees to Cape Cod, finding refuge with her loyal friend Dawn Dixon. As Brynn grapples with her emotions, Dawn acts swiftly, eager to help secure a lawyer for her through her mother Marnie's good friend Lincoln Hayes. However, Lincoln's preoccupation with his daughter's lavish wedding brings unexpected challenges. The arrival of Lincoln's estranged son, Bear Hayes, stirs the waters further. As the wedding day arrives, Lincoln vanishes — and an unwelcome guest makes a surprise appearance.

ISBN: 9781420513936 | $34.99 U.S.

NIGHT FALLS ON PREDICAMENT AVENUE
Jaime Jo Wright

In 1910, Effie James is committed to saving her sister, who witnessed a shocking murder, leaving her in danger of the killer's retribution. But when a gentleman arrives, he disrupts Effie's quest with his attempts to locate his wife, Isabelle Addington, who was last seen at 322 Predicament Avenue. A century later, Norah Richman grapples with social anxiety as she runs her late great-aunt's bed-and-breakfast on Predicament Avenue. When a guest is found dead, the incident is linked to Isabelle's murder, and Norah must uncover the curse that has wrapped 322 Predicament Avenue in its clutches and threatens far more than death.

THESE TANGLED THREADS
A NOVEL OF BILTMORE
Sarah Loudin Thomas

Seven years ago, a betrayal scattered three young friends. Now, when Biltmore Industries master weaver Lorna Blankenship is commissioned to create an original design for Cornelia Vanderbilt's wedding, she panics knowing she doesn't have the creativity needed. But there's an elusive artisan in the Blue Ridge Mountains who could save her. To track down the mysterious weaver, Lorna sees no other way than to seek out the relationships she abandoned. As she pulls at each thread from her past, Lorna is forced to confront the wounds and regrets of life long ago. She'll have to risk the job that shapes her identity, as well as the hope of friendship — and love — restored.


APPALACHIAN SONG
Michelle Shocklee

“Shocklee . . . delivers another powerful stand-alone novel for readers who love Appalachian stories.” — Library Journal

Bertie Jenkins has spent forty years serving as a midwife in the Great Smoky Mountains of East Tennessee. Out of all the mothers she's tended, none affects her more than the teenager who shows up on her doorstep, injured, afraid, and expecting, one warm June day in 1943. As Bertie nurtures Songbird back to health, the bond between the childless midwife and the motherless teen grows strong. Thirty years later, the day after his father's funeral, Walker Wylie is stunned to learn he was adopted as an infant. With the only clue he has in hand, Walker heads deep into the Appalachian Mountains to track down Bertie Jenkins, the midwife who holds the secrets to his past.

A HAUNTING IN HIALEAH GARDENS

A NOVEL

Raul Palma

“A captivating modern fable set in a vividly depicted Miami, rich with Latino and Afro-Latino culture, magic, and snark.” — starred, Library Journal

Hugo Contreras's debt has become insurmountable. He shuffles between his efficiency apartment and a botanica where he works as the resident babaláwo. One day, Hugo's nemesis calls. Alexi Ramirez is a debt collector, except this time Alexi is calling because he needs spiritual help. His house is haunted. If Hugo can successfully cleanse his home, Alexi will forgive Hugo's debt. Hugo agrees, but there's one issue: Despite being a babaláwo, he doesn't believe in spirits. He plans to use sleight of hand and amateur psychology to convince Alexi the spirits have departed, but the job turns out to be more than Hugo bargained for.

ISBN: 9781420513806 | $34.99 U.S.

BLOOD SISTERS

A NOVEL

Vanessa Lillie

“Combines Cherokee history and legend with contemporary drug and land problems in a gripping story of missing Indigenous women.” — starred, Library Journal

As an archeologist for the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Syd Walker spends her days in Rhode Island trying to protect the land's indigenous past, even as she's escaping her own. She's haunted by a night of violence she barely escaped in her Oklahoma hometown fifteen years ago. Though she swore she'd never go back, when a skull is found near the crime scene of her youth, just as her sister, Emma Lou, vanishes, Syd knows she must return home. The deeper Syd digs, the more she uncovers about a string of missing indigenous women cases going back decades. To save her sister, she must expose a darkness in the town that no one wants to face — not even Syd.

ISBN: 9781420514292 | $34.99 U.S.

THE GOODBYE CAT

SEVEN CAT STORIES

Hiro Arikawa

Against the backdrop of changing seasons in Japan, we meet Spin, a kitten rescued from the recycling bin, whose playful nature and simple needs teach an anxious father how to parent his own human baby; a colony of wild cats on a popular holiday island show a young boy not to stand in nature's way; a family is perplexed by their cat's undying devotion to their charismatic but uncaring father; a woman curses how her cat will not stop visiting her at night; and an elderly cat hatches a plan to pass into the next world as a spirit so that he and his owner may be in each other's lives forever.

ISBN: 9781420514308 | $34.99 U.S. | No Canadian Rights
PINE CREEK COURTSHIP
Pine Creek Amish • Book 1
Amity Hope

"Hope ably fleshes out the tale with a rich and detailed evocation of the Amish culture in which the characters live. A charming and atmospheric Amish romance tale." — Kirkus Reviews

After the death of her father, Emma Ziegler just wants to keep her family's maple syrup farm afloat and raise her two young siblings. She's determined to do her duty as a daughter — until her aunt decides to find Emma a husband. Which is exactly when Levi Bontrager steps up. The kind and industrious bachelor is determined to protect the woman who used to be his best friend — even if they have grown apart. Levi declares that Emma cannot marry because he is courting her. Now Emma and Levi are caught in a deception, and everyone in their community is fooled. But if Levi can win Emma's trust, maybe he can also win her heart.

Amish and Mennonite | Releases 6/19/2024

NEVER AN AMISH BRIDE
Honey Brook • Book 1
Ophelia London

"A beguiling love story that resonates with delicate passion.” — Kirkus Reviews

Everything changed for Esther Miller with the death of her fiancé, Jacob. Even years later, she still struggles with her faith and purpose in the small Amish village of Honey Brook. All she wants is to find peace . . . but peace is the last thing she gets when Lucas, Jacob's wayward older brother, returns to town. Lucas Brenneman has been harboring a secret for years — the real reason he never returned from Rumspringa and the truth behind his brother Jacob's death. With Esther he finds a comfort he's never known. But she was Jacob's bride-to-be first. And if she knew the truth, would she ever truly open her heart to him?

Amish and Mennonite | Releases 6/19/2024

THE AMISH MIDWIFE'S SECRET
A Love & Promises Novel • Book 2
Rachel J. Good

Kyle Miller never planned on becoming a country doctor. But when he's offered a medical practice in his sleepy hometown, Kyle knows he must return. Except the Amish community isn't quite ready for Kyle. Especially the pretty midwife who refuses to compromise her traditions with his modern medicine. The more Leah Stoltzfus works with the handsome Englisch doctor, the more she finds herself caught between the expectations of her family and her own hopes for the future. It will take one surprising revelation and one helpless baby in need of love to show Leah and Kyle that their bond may be greater than their differences.

Amish and Mennonite | Releases 6/19/2024
I 36 hardcover titles each year for about $891.

**HIDDEN YELLOW STARS**  
Rebecca Connolly  
*Belgium, 1942.* Andrée Geulen secretly defies the Nazis, who are forcing Jews to wear a yellow Star of David. Andrée is not Jewish, but she decides to take action. Ida Sterno is a Jewish woman who works with the Committee for the Defense of Jews in Belgium. She wants to recruit Andrée because her Aryan appearance can provide crucial security measures for their efforts. Together, Andrée and Ida work around the clock to move Jewish children to safety. But with the Gestapo closing in, Andrée and Ida must work even harder against increasingly impossible odds to save as many children as possible and keep them safely hidden — even if it might cost them their own lives.  
Historical | Releases 6/19/2024

---

**MURDER AT THE BLARNEY BASH**  
A Beacon Bakeshop Mystery • Book 5  
Darci Hannah  
*“An often amusing romantic mystery with an Irish accent.” — Kirkus Reviews*  
Lindsey is baking up a storm for the grand opening of the Irish import gift shop owned by her boyfriend’s uncle, Finnigan O’Connor. But Uncle Finn seems full of blarney when he gleefully reveals a pot of real gold he claims he stole from an actual leprechaun. Finn’s fortune takes a turn for the worse when he’s arrested for bludgeoning a man dressed as a leprechaun — the murder weapon alleged to be his missing shillelagh. Eccentric Uncle Finn may enjoy believing he’s outwitted a leprechaun, but he would never clobber one with his walking stick. Now Lindsey will need more than the luck of the Irish to catch the real killer.  
Women Sleuths | Releases 6/19/2024

---

**A FAMILY FOR THE RODEO COWBOY**  
The Montana Carters • Book 2  
Jen Gilroy  
After an injury forces rodeo cowboy Cole Carter into early retirement and returning home, he’s drawn to the spunky new animal physical therapist. But as much as he likes easygoing Mel McNeil, the divorcée and her young daughter need stability, not his footloose life. When rodeo calls again, will Cole jump back in the saddle or finally become the man Mel deserves?  
Contemporary | Releases 6/19/2024
**THE MAN FROM WACO**
The Man from Waco • Book 1  
William W. Johnstone  
and J. A. Johnstone

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHORS  
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHORS

As a young man, John Bannack worked hard on his brother's farm — until times got tough and his brother grew desperate enough to rob a bank. When a posse showed up to make an arrest, John made a fateful decision: He confessed to his brother's crime and doomed himself to a hard, hellish life in a rat-hole state prison. When a gang ambushes the prison wagon and frees the prisoners, they bullet-blast the guards. Bannack finds the judge alive and takes him to safety. In return, the judge releases him from prison and employs him as his bodyguard and avenger.

Western | Releases 6/19/2024  
Available in Hardcover Westerns 1, 2, 3 & 4.

**STAND FOR THE DEAD**
Dave Case

The stench of death hung in the air as John Altar studied the massacre and tried to convince himself that his younger brother, Bobby, couldn't have been part of this. Torn apart by the Civil War, the two brothers had fought on opposite sides, and in defeat, Bobby had fallen in with a group of Confederate raiders when released from a prisoner of war camp. Their mother's wish was for her wayward son to be brought back to her, and Altar has sworn to do it. But how much had the war changed his brother? Riding into the Dakotas, Altar must face an unsavory lawman with a rapacious posse, rampaging Indians, and finally battle the brutal renegades in a climactic showdown.

Western | Releases 6/19/2024  
Available in Hardcover Westerns 3 & 4.

**SUMMER'S LEASE**
John D. Nesbitt

SPUR AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

Lawrence Orme, who has left his work as a professor, comes to the countryside of Wyoming, only to find the body of a young man. He attends a meeting in town in which one of his neighbors is running for public office. Before long, this neighbor is found dead. Lawrence finds out that the unoffending neighbor was looking into the death of the young man, as part of his sense of obligation as a candidate for public office. An ally of Lawrence's, the hired man of the deceased candidate, is standing by. A shootout occurs in which the antagonist gets hold of Lawrence's .38, but the hired man stops his effort. In a resolution scene, clarification comes out about the deaths.

ISBN: 9781420514315 | $32.99 U.S.  
Western | Releases 6/19/2024  
Available in Hardcover Westerns 2, 3 & 4.

**OVER WESTERN TRAILS**
Stories from Today's Top Western Writers  
Edited by Richard Prosch

SPUR AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

The crack of the whip! The pounding of hooves! The thunder of stagecoach wheels! It’s all here in 15 tales of old west adventure edited by Richard Prosch and written by the following authors: Terry Alexander, J.D. Arnold, Dennis Doty, J.L. Guin, J.E.S. Hays, Gail Heath, Jackson Lowry, Jeffrey J. Mariotte, Edward Massey, Terrence McCauley, Von McKee, Cheryl Pierson, James Reasoner, Charlie Steel, Benjamin Thomas, Big Jim Williams. Features an introduction by Doris Gardner-McCraw President, Western Fictioneers.

Western | Releases 6/19/2024  
Available in Hardcover Westerns 4.
GUNS OF THE VIGILANTES
William W. Johnstone and J. A. Johnstone

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHORS
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHORS

It begins with a massacre. When young deputy Dan Caine sees the slaughter for himself, he can't let it go. Right there and then, Caine makes a fateful decision: throw away his badge, form a vigilante team, and go after the killers. There's one problem: Who would be crazy enough to join him? First up is a grizzled old tinpan named Fish Lee, who discovered the bodies. Then there's the Kiowa, an Indian scout with a grudge; Cooley, a washed-up gambler; Mortimer, a whiskey-soaked newsman; and Holt, a half-grown stock boy. Sure, they might be crazy. They might be inexperienced. But one thing is certain: vengeance is coming.

Western | Releases 6/19/2024 | Available in Softcover Westerns 1, 2 & 3.

BLIND DOG CANYON
A WIDOWMAKER JONES WESTERN
Cogburn, Brett

TWO-TIME SPUR AWARD WINNER

Famous for his fancy bowler hat, striped shirts, and double-holstered revolvers, Kirby Cutter is no ordinary gun-for-hire. He's a cold-blooded professional. The best of the best — and the deadliest of the deadly. Which is why one of the nation's biggest silver companies hired him. His latest job: To locate a silver claim in the Colorado mountains — and eliminate the competition. His biggest obstacle: The silver is guarded by Newt “The Widowmaker” Jones, a legend in his own right. But Cutter has a wild card up his fancy striped sleeve. His hatchet man is the outlaw Johnny Dial, who's itching to slaughter Jones for killing his brother. It's not the only showdown Widowmaker Jones has to deal with. A crazed grizzly is prowling the area, too — and it's developed a taste for human flesh . . .

Western | Releases 6/19/2024 | Available in Softcover Westerns 2 & 3.

TALES OF THE WESTERN TRAIL
FRONTIER TALES
White County Creative Writers, edited by Kimberly Vernon

Eight members of the White County Creative Writers group share tales of adventure in the American frontier. These historical fiction stories set in the 19th century reflect the strength and resilience of the men and women who lived in that time, and the struggles they often faced. With vivid detail and historical accuracy, the collection highlights how different life was in that time period. But the strong, realistic characters touch readers' emotions, showcasing the similarities between humans then and now.

Western | Releases 6/19/2024 | Available in Softcover Westerns 3.
NONE OF THIS IS TRUE
A NOVEL
Lisa Jewell
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
LIBRARYREADS PICK
INDIE NEXT PICK
Celebrating her birthday at her local pub, podcaster Alix Summer crosses paths with a woman called Josie Fair. A few days later, Alix and Josie bump into each other outside Alix’s children’s school. Josie has been listening to Alix’s podcasts and thinks she might be an interesting subject for her series. Slowly Alix starts to realize that Josie has been hiding some dark secrets, and before she knows it, Josie has inveigled her way into Alix’s life. But, as quickly as she arrived, Josie disappears. Only then does Alix discover that she has become the subject of her own true crime podcast, with her life under mortal threat. Who is Josie Fair? And what has she done?

Thriller | Releases 6/19/2024

PAYBACK IN DEATH
AN EVE DALLAS NOVEL
In Death • Book 57
J. D. Robb
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY BESTSELLER
Lt. Eve Dallas is just home from a long overdue vacation when she responds to a call of an unattended death. The victim is Martin Greenleaf, retired Internal Affairs Captain. At first glance, the scene appears to be suicide, but the closer Eve examines the body, the more suspicious she becomes. An unlocked open window, a loving wife and family, a too-perfect suicide note — Eve’s gut says it’s a homicide. After all, Greenleaf put a lot of dirty cops away during his forty-seven years in Internal Affairs. It could very well be payback — and she will not rest until the case is closed.

Mystery | Releases 6/19/2024

AFTER DEATH
Dean Koontz
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY BESTSELLER
Michael Mace, head of security at a top-secret research facility, opens his eyes in a makeshift morgue twenty-four hours following an event in which everyone perished — including his best friend, Shelby Shrewsberry. He sets out to honor his late friend by helping Nina Dozier and her son, John, whom Shelby greatly admired. Michael’s actions evoke the wrath of John’s father. But an even greater threat is descending: the Internal Security Agency’s most vicious assassin, Durand Calaphas. Calaphas will stop at nothing to get his man. From Beverly Hills to South Central to Rancho Santa Fe, only Michael can ensure that light survives in a rapidly darkening world.

Thriller | Releases 6/19/2024
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 3.

TRAITORS GATE
WILLIAM WARWICK NOVELS
Jeffrey Archer
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
The Tower of London. Impenetrable. Well protected. Secure. Home to the most valuable jewels on earth. But once a year, when the Queen attends the State Opening of Parliament, the police must execute the most secret operation in their armory as they transport the Crown Jewels across London. For decades, the elite squad at Scotland Yard have been in charge of the operation. But this year, everything is about to change. Because a master criminal has set his sights on pulling off the most outrageous theft in history — and with a man on the inside, the odds are in his favor. Unless the team can stop him before it’s too late.

Thriller | Releases 6/19/2024
**FINALLY HEARD**

Kelly Yang

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR  
2019 ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN AWARD FOR CHILDREN’S LITERATURE FOR FRONT DESK

"A recommended first purchase that tackles tweenhood and technology woes head-on."
— starred, School Library Journal

When ten-year-old Lina Gao sees her mom’s video on social media take off, she’s captivated by the potential to be seen and heard! Maybe online she can finally find the confidence she craves. With the help of her two best friends, Carla and Finn, and her little sister, Millie, Lina sets off to go viral. Except there’s a lot more to social media than Lina ever imagined, like: Seeing inside her classmates’ lives! Group chats! Disappearing videos! A bazillion stories about what to eat, wear, and put on her face. As Lina descends deeper and deeper into social media, it will take all her strength to break free from the likes and find the courage to be her authentic self in this fast-paced world.

General Fiction | Releases 6/19/2024 | Available in Middle Reader 2 & 5.

---

**AND THEN, BOOM!**

Lisa Fipps

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR  
AUTHOR OF STARFISH, A PRINTZ HONOR WINNER

Joe Oak is used to living on unsteady ground. His mom can’t be depended on as she never stays around long once she gets “the itch,” and now he and his grandmother find themselves without a home. Fortunately, Joe has an outlet in his journals and drawings and takes comfort from comic books. But things fall apart again when Joe is suddenly left to fend for himself. He doesn’t tell anyone he’s on his own, as he fears foster care and has hope his mom will come back. But time is running out. The struggle to feed himself gets intense, and Joe finds himself dumpster diving for meals. He’s never felt so alone. Just when it seems all is lost, his life turns in a direction that he never could have predicted.

General Fiction | Releases 6/19/2024 | Available in Middle Reader 2 & 5.

---

**HEROES**

Alan Gratz

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

"A propulsive wartime story with an earnest protagonist at its heart." — Kirkus Reviews

December 6, 1941. World War II might be raging overseas, but so far America has stayed out of the fight. There’s nothing to fear, right? December 7, 1941. Best friends Frank and Stanley are touring a battleship when Japanese planes zoom overhead, dropping bomb after bomb. As explosions roar, Frank and Stanley realize the war has come to them. Disaster and danger are everywhere — from torpedoes to bullets to the shocking cruelty their friends and neighbors show Stanley. Because his mom is Japanese-American, Stanley is suddenly seen as the “enemy.” If the boys make it through this infamous day, can their friendship survive? Or has everything they know been destroyed?

Adventure | Releases 6/19/2024 | Available in Middle Reader 5.
MISSION MANHATTAN
City Spies • Book 5
James Ponti
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDGAR AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
The City Spies head to the Big Apple when a credible threat is made to a young climate activist who is scheduled to speak in front of the upcoming United Nations General Assembly. With Rio acting as alpha and a new member in their ranks, the team’s mission to protect a fellow teen takes them on an exciting adventure in, around, and even under the greatest city in the world as they follow leads to the outer boroughs, the U.N. Headquarters, and even the usually off-limits stacks that extend deep under the main branch of the New York Public Library.

Adventure | Releases 6/19/2024
Available in Middle Reader 5.

DRAWING DEENA
Hena Khan
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“Deena’s authentic voice will immediately draw in readers who will be glad to see her learn to be more open with her family, find a mentor for her art, and get the help she needs to deal with her anxiety.”
— School Library Journal
Deena manages to make it through each day with the help of the art she loves to make. While her parents’ money troubles cause stress, Deena wonders if she can use her talents to ease their burden. She creates a logo and social media account to promote her mom’s business selling clothes from Pakistan to the community. With her friends modeling the outfits and lending their social media know-how, business picks up. But the success and attention make Deena’s cousin and best friend, Parisa, start to act funny. After Deena reaches a breaking point, she learns the importance of asking for help and that, with the right support, she can create something truly beautiful.

General Fiction | Releases 6/19/2024
Available in Middle Reader 5.

THE REAPPEARANCE OF RACHEL PRICE
Holly Jackson
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“Readers will be captivated by this twisty thriller and its uncompromising protagonist.” — Kirkus Reviews
Eighteen-year-old Bel has lived in the shadow of her mom’s mysterious disappearance. Sixteen years ago, Rachel Price vanished and young Bel was the only witness, but she has no memory of it. The case is dredged up when the Price family agrees to a true crime documentary. And then the impossible happens. Rachel Price reappears, and life will never be normal again. Rachel has an unbelievable story about what happened to her. Unbelievable, because Bel isn’t sure it’s real. If Rachel is lying, then where has she been all this time? With the cameras still rolling, Bel must uncover the truth about her mother, and find out why Rachel Price really came back from the dead.

Thriller | Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Crossover 1 & 2.

FATE BREAKER
Realm Breaker • Book 3
Victoria Aveyard
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY BESTSELLER
“Pasts come crashing into the present, dragons are fought, and armies converge in this spine-tingling epic conclusion to the Realm Breaker series.” — School Library Journal
The Companions are scattered and hopeless, torn from each other. After Corayne barely escapes with her life, she must forge on alone, leaving her blade broken and her allies behind her. Her only consolation: Corayne now has Taristan’s sword, the only Spindleblade left in existence. Without it, he can’t rip open any more Spindles. Without it, he can’t end the world. But Taristan and Queen Erida will not be defeated so easily. Both will burn the world to bring down Corayne — and bring forth their demon god, What Waits, ready to claim the realm of Allward for his own. In a final clash between kingdoms and gods, all must rise to fight — or be destroyed.

Fantasy | Releases 6/5/2024
Available in Crossover 2.
## EDITOR’S CHOICE

96 hardcover titles each year for about $3,090.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PG</th>
<th>ISBN13</th>
<th>AUTHOR</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>LIST PRICE</th>
<th>BIND</th>
<th>SUB-GENRE</th>
<th>OPT #</th>
<th>RELEASE DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9798885799775</td>
<td>Roberts, Nora</td>
<td>Mind Games</td>
<td>$40.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Women’s Fiction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6/5/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9798885799676</td>
<td>Ware, Ruth</td>
<td>One Perfect Couple</td>
<td>$40.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Women’s Fiction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6/5/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9798885782791</td>
<td>Battles, Brett</td>
<td>Stuart Woods’ Smolder</td>
<td>$40.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Adventure</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6/5/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9798885799669</td>
<td>Mallory, Susan</td>
<td>For the Love of Summer</td>
<td>$40.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>General Fiction</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6/5/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9781420514377</td>
<td>King, Stephen</td>
<td>You Like It Darker</td>
<td>$40.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Thriller</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6/5/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9798885794978</td>
<td>Andrews, Brian</td>
<td>Tom Clancy Act of Defiance</td>
<td>$40.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Thriller</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6/5/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9798885795883</td>
<td>Rowley, Steven</td>
<td>The Guncle Abroad</td>
<td>$37.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>General Fiction</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6/5/24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## PUBLISHER’S SHOWCASE

24 hardcover titles each year for about $666.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PG</th>
<th>ISBN13</th>
<th>AUTHOR</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>LIST PRICE</th>
<th>BIND</th>
<th>SUB-GENRE</th>
<th>OPT #</th>
<th>RELEASE DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9798885799768</td>
<td>Rosenblum, Emma</td>
<td>Very Bad Company</td>
<td>$37.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Thriller</td>
<td>6/5/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9781420514100</td>
<td>Rouda, Kaira</td>
<td>Under the Palms</td>
<td>$37.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Thriller</td>
<td>6/5/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9798885799362</td>
<td>Monaghan, Annabel</td>
<td>Summer Romance</td>
<td>$36.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Romance</td>
<td>6/5/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## HARDCOVER GENRE VALUE

36 hardcover titles each year for about $1,017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PG</th>
<th>ISBN13</th>
<th>AUTHOR</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>LIST PRICE</th>
<th>BIND</th>
<th>SUB-GENRE</th>
<th>OPT #</th>
<th>RELEASE DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>9781420513851</td>
<td>Comey, James</td>
<td>Westport</td>
<td>$37.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Suspense</td>
<td>6/5/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>9781420514094</td>
<td>Thomas, Jodi</td>
<td>The Wild Lavender Bookshop</td>
<td>$35.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Contemporary</td>
<td>Romance</td>
<td>6/19/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>9781420514339</td>
<td>Johnstone, William W. and J. A. Johnstone</td>
<td>The Man from Waco</td>
<td>$32.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Western</td>
<td>6/19/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

★ = Bestseller  ☆ = Bestselling Author  ○ = Simultaneous Publication  HC/SC = Hardcover/Softcover
ERUPTION
CRICHTON AND PATTERSON’S MOST EXPLOSIVE THRILLER EVER
Michael Crichton/James Patterson

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHORS
Michael Crichton, creator of Jurassic Park and Westworld, had a passion project he’d been pursuing for years ahead of his untimely death. Knowing how special it was, his widow held back his notes and the partial manuscript till she found the right author to complete it. The author she chose is the world’s most popular storyteller: James Patterson. Eruption brings the pace of Patterson to the concept of Crichton—the most anticipated mega-thriller in years.

ISBN: 9780316577847 | $34.00 U.S. | Softcover | No Canadian Rights
Thriller | Releases 6/29/2024 | Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

HOW TO READ A BOOK
A NOVEL
Monica Wood

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Violet Powell, a twenty-two-year-old from rural Abbott Falls, Maine, is being released from prison after serving twenty-two months for a drunk-driving crash that killed a local kindergarten teacher, sixty-one-year-old Lorraine Daigle. Harriet Larson, a retired English teacher who runs the prison book club, is facing the prospect of an empty nest. Frank Daigle, a retired machinist, hasn’t yet come to grips with the complications of his marriage to the woman Violet killed. When the three encounter each other one morning in a bookstore in Portland — Violet to buy the novel she was reading in the prison book club before her release, Harriet to choose the next title for the women who remain, and Frank to dispatch his duties as the store handyman — their lives begin to intersect in transformative ways.

ISBN: 978063412651 | $34.00 U.S. | Softcover | No Canadian Rights

THE MIDNIGHT FEAST
A NOVEL
Lucy Foley

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Welcome to the opening weekend of The Manor, a luxury resort built on top of old secrets in an ancient wood. The founder, the lover, the mystery guest, the kitchen help, and the detective: all have an agenda. All have a past. But not everyone will survive The Midnight Feast.

ISBN: 978063386549 | $34.00 U.S. | Softcover | No Canadian Rights
Thriller | Releases 6/29/2024 | Available in Distribution Deluxe.
A TALENT FOR MURDER
A NOVEL
Peter Swanson

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Martha Ratliff conceded long ago that she'd likely spend her life alone. She was happy with her solo existence and her job as an archival librarian. But then she met Alan, a charming divorcee with a job that took him on the road for half the year. When he asked her to marry him, she said yes. A year in and the marriage was good, except for a strange blood streak on the back of one of his shirts. Her curiosity turning to suspicion, Martha investigates the cities Alan visited and uncovers a disturbing pattern: five unsolved cases of murdered women. Is she married to a serial killer? Martha contacts an old friend from graduate school for advice. Lily Kintner once helped Martha out of a jam with an abusive boyfriend and may have some insight. Intrigued, Lily offers to meet Alan to find out what kind of man he really is . . . but what Lily uncovers is more perplexing and wicked than they ever could have expected.

ISBN: 9780063360181 | $34.00 U.S. | Softcover | No Canadian Rights
Thriller | Releases 6/29/2024 | Available in Distribution Deluxe.

CAMINO GHOSTS
A NOVEL
Camino Series • Book 3
John Grisham

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

In this new thriller on Camino Island, popular bookseller Bruce Cable tells Mercer Mann an irresistible tale that might be her next novel. A giant resort developer is using its political muscle and deep pockets to claim ownership of a deserted island between Florida and Georgia. Only the last living inhabitant of the island, Lovely Jackson, stands in its way. The developer doesn't know is that the island has a remarkable history, and locals believe it is cursed . . . and the past is never the past.

ISBN: 9780593168608 | $32.00 U.S. | Softcover | No Canadian Rights
Thriller | Releases 6/29/2024 | Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

SWAN SONG
Elin Hilderbrand

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Chief of Police Ed Kapenash is about to retire. Sharon is going through a divorce. But when a 22-million-dollar summer home is purchased by the mysterious Richardsons — how did they make their money, exactly? — Ed, Sharon, and everyone in the community is swept up in high drama. The Richardsons throw lavish parties, flaunt their wealth with not one but two yachts, and raise impossible hopes of everyone they meet. When their house burns to the ground and their most essential employee goes missing, the entire island is up in arms.

ISBN: 9780316577854 | $34.00 U.S. | Hardcover | No Canadian Rights
Women’s Fiction | Releases 6/29/2024 | Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.
FAREWELL, AMETHYSTINE
Walter Mosley

January 1970 finds Ezekiel “Easy” Rawlins, LA’s premier Black detective, at 50 years of age despite all expectations. He has a loving family, a beautiful home, and a thriving investigation agency. All is right with the world, and then Amethystine Stoller. Her ex-husband is missing. As Easy takes his first step in the investigation he trips. He falls into the memory of things past. Little things, like loss, love, a world war, and a hunger that has eaten at him since he was a Black boy on his own on the streets of Fifth Ward, Houston, Texas. The missing ex, a young white man named Curt Fields, is found dead. Easy’s only real friend in the LAPD, Melvin Suggs, has gone into hiding. The 1970’s have ushered in new expectations of men and women, Black and White, and Easy has to make a choice that will almost certainly hasten a permanent descent, one that might sunder his soul.

ISBN: 9780316578868 | $31.00 U.S. | Hardcover | No Canadian Rights
Mystery | Releases 6/29/2024 | Available in Distribution 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

RED STAR FALLING
Steve Berry/Grant Blackwood

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHORS

Luke Daniels receives a surprise visit from the head of a former-CIA operation named Sommerhaus — a failed attempt to assemble an espionage network within the Ukraine on the eve of the Russian invasion. During this mission, his friend, CIA case officer John Vince, was captured by Russian operatives and supposedly executed. But Vince is alive, in failing health, locked behind the walls of Russia’s Solovetsky Island prison, and has a message for Luke. Just as Luke manages to extract his friend from prison, Vince dies. His final words plunge Luke into a hunt for the legendary library of the first Tsar of All Russia, Ivan the Terrible. Within that priceless collection of rare manuscripts is the key to unraveling a modern-day cipher and stopping a secret Soviet satellite program that still exists. But Luke is not the only one on the trail. Luke’s mission is clear. Find the lost library, solve the puzzle, and prevent Red Star falling.

ISBN: 9781538769430 | $34.00 U.S. | Hardcover | No Canadian Rights
Thriller | Releases 6/29/2024 | Available in Distribution 6, 7 & Deluxe.

ENLIGHTENMENT
A NOVEL
Sarah Perry

Thomas Hart and Grace Macaulay have lived all their lives in the small Essex town of Aldleigh. Though separated in age by three decades, the pair are kindred spirits, torn between their commitment to religion and their desire to explore the world beyond their small Baptist community. It is two romantic relationships that will rend their friendship, and in the wake of this rupture, Thomas develops an obsession with a vanished nineteenth-century astronomer said to haunt a nearby manor, and Grace flees Aldleigh entirely for London. Over the course of twenty years, by coincidence and design, Thomas and Grace will find their lives brought back into orbit as the mystery of the vanished astronomer unfolds into a devastating tale of love and scientific pursuit.

ISBN: 9780063386372 | $32.00 U.S. | Softcover | No Canadian Rights
WHAT IT TAKES TO HEAL
HOW TRANSFORMING OURSELVES CAN CHANGE THE WORLD
Prentis Hemphill

What It Takes to Heal argues that the principles of embodiment — the recognition of our body’s sensations and habits, and the beliefs that inform them — are critical to lasting healing and change. Hemphill, an expert embodiment practitioner, therapist, and activist who has partnered with Brené Brown, Tarana Burke, and Esther Perel, among others, shows us that we don’t have to carry our emotional burdens alone. Hemphill demonstrates a future in which healing is done in community, weaving together stories from their own experience as a trauma survivor with clinical accounts and lessons learned from their time as a social movement architect.

ISBN: 9780593946725 | $31.00 U.S.
Softcover | No Canadian Rights
Medical | Releases 6/29/2024
Available in Distribution 8 & Deluxe.

THE SUMMER ESCAPE
A NOVEL
Jill Shalvis

The Sunrise Cove Series • Book 6

Anna Moore didn’t just wake up one day and decide to go on a wild quest, so how does she end up racing against the clock with Owen Harris, a sexy, enigmatic adventurist, to prove her dad innocent of stealing a million-dollar necklace? It’s all Wendy’s fault. Her older, bossy sister, who’s seven months pregnant and on bed rest in their small Lake Tahoe hometown, is desperate to clear their departed dad’s name. Owen is convinced he’s guilty and wants to return the jewelry back to its rightful owner, his elderly great aunt. Together Anna and Owen go on a scavenger hunt for clues to the past. On opposing sides, Anna and Owen can’t deny the chemistry between them on this adventure, the outcome of which will prove the necklace isn’t the only thing stolen — their hearts have been as well.

Softcover | No Canadian Rights
Women’s Fiction | Releases 6/29/2024
Available in Distribution 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.
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